Alloreactive T cells can distinguish between the same human class II MHC products on different B cell lines.
Certain allele-specific alloreactive T cell clones do not recognize the products expressed by some B cell lines that, according to typing methods other than sequencing, carry the allelic molecules recognized by these clones. In order to characterize the naturally occurring sequence polymorphisms putatively responsible for the differential allorecognition of these class II molecules, we have determined the third and/or second exon nucleotide sequences of HLA-DRB1, -DRB3/4/5, -DQB1, and -DQA1 genes from 35 representative lymphoblastoid cell lines. In some cases, the lack of recognition correlates with the presence of single amino acid substitutions in either the second or third hypervariable region (HVR) of the first domain of these molecules. In other cases, the differentially allorecognized class II molecules have identical second and/or first domain amino acid sequences. These findings indicate that a) class II MHC-alloreactive T cell clones can distinguish between molecules with identical amino acid sequences expressed by B cell lines established from unrelated individuals; b) allorecognition of class II molecules is sensitive to naturally occurring single amino acid substitutions in either the second HVR of class II molecules, which is unavailable to interact with TCR residues, or the third HVR. Our results also suggest that 1) in different B cell lines, identical class II molecules may present different endogenous peptides, which may behave as histocompatibility Ag; 2) the peptide-binding specificity of a class II molecule may be affected by amino acid substitutions in its second HVR (Ag-binding site); and 3) human class II allorecognition may be restricted by epitopes contributed by residues of their third HVR.